
Some inspiring quotes about time. If you love life don’t waste time because time is what 

life is made up of (Bruce Lee). “Time” is the essence of faith from things that can be seen 

to create the essence of things that are hoped for that proves evidence of things that 

cannot be seen. (Will Wade)  Some moments are worth forgetting and by faith other 

moments are worth waiting for. 

 

 God will use only natural occurring Bible “time” to make the most convincing Bible 

records that prove the Bible is from God. 

 1) God creates time parallels of astronomical miracles over eons of time in “solar days” 

to be manipulated in astronomical time parallels over time to prove the Bible is from 

God.   

2)  God creates the common variety of wheat harvest to celebrate the all night moment of 

creation, celebrate the Big Bang moment of “Pentecost.”  

3) God creates astronomical miracles in time parallels in lunar solar days of the moon to 

make the Bible more convincing to prove that the Bible is from God. 

 

Here is how to experience one natural occurring Bible solar day or the true resurrection 

moment of Christ on "day One. God number names the days of his creation.   When you 

start your natural solar day you do not start with a clock. Don’t watch a clock to measure 

any Bible time. Only with your eye watch time pass for one complete revolution of the 

earth upon its axis.  At dusk of evening start your first Bible natural solar day on the 

pagan Sidereal Saturday night to the next consecutive Sunday night. This is how only 

with your eye you measure the true resurrection of Christ on natural solar “Day one of the 

Sabbaton.”  

 

“Sabbaton” is the true name that God gives to His seven days of creation in the New 

Testament. In the entire world there is no word equivalent for the Greek word “Sabbaton” 

but only in the Hebrew and the Bible Greek. When the context determines the word 

“Sabbaton" is in the plural must be transliterated in Bibles and Bible students must learn 

the plural measure of the Bible word "Sabbaton."  

 

The first day of creation is the natural occurring Bible day. The true resurrection moment 

of Christ was at dusk at the beginning of the evening of "day one of the seven day solar 

Sabbaton."     

 

In the Ekklesia Bible New Testament there are five (5) records of the holy people of God 

gathering at the resurrection moment on the night of day One to worship God. Read in 

the Ekklesia Bible John 20:19; 20:26; Acts 2:1; Acts 13:42-44; Acts 20:7. The solar cycle 

of the resurrection moment of Christ and the Big Bang moment are the same exact 

moment in Creation.  Do you as the Holy Person of God ever gather at the true 

resurrection moment or at the true Big Bang moment of Creation to worship God?  

Millions of people worship God in their Lord's Supper on the sidereal "Saturday night" 

and few understand Dusk of Saturday night is the true resurrection moment of the Christ.  

 

(The true resurrection moment of Christ in the Roman sidereal artificial clock time is at 

dusk of Saturday night). Whatever you do then do not overlook this fact.   Christ in the 



true Ekklesia Bible translation  resurrects on a solar cycle in the astronomical miracle in 

the exact time parallel to the very first awesome astronomical miracle of what modern 

astrophysicists name the solar cycle of "the Big Bang moment" of creation (Genesis 1:2-

2).  

 

This fact is so bazaar when all of science teach proven scientific facts of the Big Bang 

moment and because of false Bible translation all scientists and near the entire world do 

not know that Christ resurrects on a solar cycle of the Big Bang moment of creation. Do 

not let this fact escape from your understanding truth.  

 

Look our modern scientist are teaching truth of the Big Bang moment of creation. What 

the majority of scientist doesn’t want to admit is that it is God that is creating the moment 

of what they identify as “the Big Bang.” Christ resurrects in the awesome astronomical 

miracle on the solar cycle of the awesome astronomical miracle of the Big Bang moment 

of creation. Look what a great power these Time parallels are making to convince even 

the highly educated the awesome power from the Bible the Good News of Christ. 

 

The problem is Scientists are made atheist from false Bible translations and the Scientists 

refuse to say it is God that is creating the dark energy, time and the universe.  So instead 

the majority of scientists are teaching the universe is only natural occurring and natural 

occurring is not created by God to occur natural.   “Sidereal time” is a pagan artificial 

measure of time that starts at midnight and sidereal artificial time is not natural occurring.   

 

  Sidereal time mistranslated into Bibles makes a complete wreck of the purpose of 

Pentecost.  

 

The original purpose of Pentecost was to celebrate all night what modern scientists today 

identify as “the Big Bang moment of creation.” “Pentecost” begins to be celebrated at 

what all of science is teaching as the Big Bang moment. Christ resurrect on a solar cycle 

at the beginning of the night to celebrate Pentecost at what scientists are teaching as the 

Big Bang moment of creation.   Ancient Israel never understood the purpose of Pentecost 

but today through modern science we can.   Do you ever worship God at His Big Bang 

moment? 

 

 To change the natural occurring time parallels of astronomical miracles written in Bible 

records to the pagan religious calendar of the sidereal week day of the seven pagan sky 

gods is making a complete wreck out of everything that God has done to put the great 

convincing power in the Good News of Christ.  

 

The Ekklesia Bible translation is the only true translated Bible in the entire world that 

restores true natural occurring Bible time. Download for free this Ekklesia Bible from 

this group.  In the Ekklesia Bible see the power of God to convince by the study of 

astronomical miracles written in time parallels to the exact moment of what 

astrophysicists identify as the Big bang moment of the creation.   

 



See there are no hard contradictions in the records of the death burial and resurrection in 

the Ekklesia Bible translation.  (Bibles mistranslated in the sidereal time mode have many 

hard contradictions.)  Matthew 12:38-40 In the Ekklesia Bible translation Christ fulfills 

perfect his prophecy of "thee days and three nights in the heart of the earth" precise and 

to the exact moment.  Other false Bible translations in the sidereal time mode are making 

a liar out of the prophecy of Christ being three days and three nights in the heart of the 

earth.  

   

It was Devils that with their purpose they twist chapter numbers in all popular Bibles and 

it was devils that mistranslate Bibles to change the natural occurring Bible time mode to 

our modern Roman pagan calendar of the pagan religion of the sidereal week days of the 

seven pagan sky gods.  

 

The purpose ruling Catholics mistranslate Bibles to change natural time to the sidereal 

time was to change the resurrection moment of the Christ from the solar cycle of the Big 

Bang moment of creation to a sunrise resurrection on the first day of the sun god, the first 

day of the sidereal week of the seven pagan sky gods of the Catholic Church. 

 

When the Sidereal time mode is mistranslated in Bibles by ruling members of the 

Catholic Church it makes a complete cripple and a complete wreck out of the entire 

Bible. Catholics hate and do not live by some important instructions that are written 

correctly in your Bibles.   Do you fully understand the gravity and truth of what was just 

stated?   

 

You cannot convince the multiple holy people of God, the majority of scientist or the 

higher educated with false mistranslated Bibles in the sidereal time mode because 

scientist and the higher educated cannot be deceived because they know all about pagan 

sidereal Time.  

 

We are living in the new information age and modern proven science is revealing to our 

honest truth loving scientist that we have mistranslated Bibles in the sidereal time mode 

of a pagan religion. Astrophysicists and astronomers study time but most Bible 

translators appear not to know the difference between natural occurring times when 

comparing to the artificial sidereal time.  Bible translators need to research the difference 

between natural occurring Bible times written in the ancient languages of the Bible to 

learn the differences from the artificial measure of sidereal time of the week days of the 

seven pagan sky gods.   

 

Today all the more popular Bibles including some not so popular Bibles such as the MLV 

Bible are mistranslated in the pagan religious calendar of the sidereal week days of the 

seven pagan sky gods.  Why are Bible translators so blind that they cannot see what they 

are doing when they mistranslate Bibles in the sidereal time mode? False Bibles when 

mistranslated in the sidereal time mode will never convince the higher educated that the 

Bible is from God.  Agape 


